T he physicists who developed nuclear weapons during the Second World War mostly returned to academic pursuits when peace was declared. But some did what they could, however little, to control the powers that they had helped to unleash. The most committed and idealistic of these was Joseph Rotblat -the instigator and driving force behind the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs, which aim to reduce the danger of armed conflict through global cooperation.
Radiation oncologist Andrew Brown's fine biography, Keeper of the Nuclear Conscience, chronicles a life spanning almost the entire twentieth century and moulded by its turmoil and horrors. Rotblat was born in Poland in 1908, and his family suffered severe privations in the First World War. But he was energetic and persistent -a lifelong trait -and, by the age of 30, had achieved international standing in radioactivity research.
In £16.63 (2012) Whether it is hatha, ashtanga or kundalini, yoga is swathed in hype. This ancient discipline is a vast and growing industry in the West, and ripe for investigation. Science writer William Broad, a twotime Pulitzer prizewinner and experienced yoga practitioner, has spent five years researching the teaching and practice. The result is illuminating and often unnerving. Yoga has proven physical and psychological benefits, yet Broad shows how even ordinary poses, poorly taught to the unfit, can lead to strokes, serious hip-joint damage and worse.
A User's Guide to Thought and Meaning
Ray Jackendoff oxforD university Press 288 pp. £16.99 (2012) Linguist Ray Jackendoff wends his way through thorny questions around language and thought, hedge-clippers in hand. Covering words and meaning, consciousness and perception, reference, rationality and intuition, he reveals the split between how we experience the world and how perception and language are organized. His conclusion is that rational thought rests on intuition -and that meaning and thought are almost completely unconscious. The book is a multi-perspective journey into the hinterlands of the 'problem of knowledge'.
conferences thereby became less distinctive, and that their influence was diluted.
Brown also notes the tension between those who wished to promote piecemeal progress and those, such as Rotblat, who did not wish to lose sight of the long-term aim to rid the world of nuclear weapons. When the Pugwash Conferences were recognized by the 1995 Nobel Peace Prize, half of the award went to the organization and half to Rotblat personally. It was characteristic that he donated his half of the prize money to the organization.
That was also the year of Rotblat's absurdly overdue election to the Royal Societyrecognition that meant a lot to him. In a memorable speech, he warned against exchanging the ivory tower for secret work. He quoted Solly Zuckerman, long-term adviser on nuclear policy to the UK government: "When it comes to nuclear weapons … it is he, the technician, not the commander in the field, who is at the heart of the arms race".
Until his last few months (he died aged 96), Rotblat travelled the world with the resilience of a man half his age. He was concerned about the hazards that could stem from the misuse of twenty-first-century science, so was keen to convey his disquiet beyond the Pugwash community, and to a younger generation. He favoured a 'Hippocratic oath' whereby scientists would pledge to use their talents for human benefit. Whether or not such an oath would have substance, there can be no doubt of his success at raising awareness. Even in his nineties, he could still captivate students.
Brown's balanced and comprehensive biography is welcome. Rotblat's inspiring life -against a backdrop of tragedy and hardship, with idealism but without illusionsdeserves to be better known. ■ 
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